
Psychic Andrew Warnes

Knight of Wands 

Survey the situation, then confront…..

 This week….. 

      .…. in dot points

Could be confrontation around the corner 

Do a little homework (for your own confidence) i.e. survey the land 

Go in and confront whatever the reason 

You will come out in front, win/win is best but not a must.

Click Here For Video
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Contact Us

Email : andrew@AndrewWarnes.com

Book a Psychic Reading

+61 (0)414 544 543

Good Morning, 

Today, it’s the Knight of Wands and we’re searching; and what we find is something different.
  

What you’re doing now is surveying the lay of the land, hence the searching. Yes, you normally 
yourself back, so you can slow down to see what is ahead. This week could or likely be 
confrontation, because it’s needed. 

Have you noticed in our modern world we’re constantly warned about confrontation and disputes? 
We know they happen, but people generally avoid them if they can. Well, now may well be a time 
for you to launch head-on into something that’s important to you and it may turn into something 
bigger than you think.
 

This is a good thing!
 

Remember, you’ve prepared yourself for this, it may feel like only a few days of preparation, but it’s 
not; you’ve secretly and subconsciously being preparing for months. It’s you’re own inner protection 
at work that makes you want to put it off and do more research.
 

Will you win? Probably. 

Will there be a better outcome? Most definitely. 

Your real win will be your ability to see/feel the others person’s angle and turn it into a win/win. But 
this is not an imperative—sometimes we have to deal up tough love and sometimes that other 
person has to accept that.

Big stuff.....

Go for it…..winner
 

Andrew
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